LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW 9TH MARCH 2013
JUDGE – HELEN MARRIOTT-POWER
Many thanks to Chris for the invitation to judge and to the Lancashire Cat club for their hospitality. A big
thank you to my steward Peter Kilmartin who looked after both the cats and myself with great care and
attention, I look forward to another time.
AC BRITISH PREMIER
1 GPC ABRAHAMS’S LOUREWZ JELLY TOT 18 FN 25.3.11
Attractive two year old lady with good overall balance. Head has full cheeks to a round face when viewed
from the front with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between medium sized
ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow,
medium nose break, nose a trifle long but straight. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and well open
eyes set wide apart, pale green in colour. Good size, weight and muscle tone to compact body which
has a short level back, is low on legs and with a full chest. Short, well boned legs and firm, rounded
paws. Good medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Coat a trifle long but fairly dense,
soft side of crisp in texture. British Silver Tabby of bright silver ground colour with a well defined black
classic pattern. Sweet natured.
AV FOREIGN GRAND CHAMPION MALE
1 IGR CC WHITEHOUSE’S GR CH WHITECREST HASANI 78 30s M 6.3.11
Excellent two years old boy shown in lovely condition. Slightly rounded wedge of medium length and with
light jowls. Nice profile line with gentle contour with slight rise from bridge to forehead and down neck.
Uniform width down nose to gently rounded muzzle, I would prefer the muzzle a trifle fuller for perfection.
Level bite and fair depth chin. Medium to slightly larger sized ears, broad at base, slightly pointed, set
well back and cupped forward to follow line of head. Large, rounded almond shaped eyes, set straight
under a level brow, pale gooseberry green in colour. Very good size and weight to body, strong,
muscular and well balanced. Nicely boned, proportionate legs and neat rounded paws. Medium length
tail, thicker at base and tapering gently towards tip. Coat a trifle long, slightly dense but close lying and of
good texture. Silver Egyptian Mau of pale silvery-white ground colour without a hint of tarnish. Black
markings with ‘M’ on forehead , frown marks, complex scarab over top breaking into spots along spine
and mascara lines on cheeks. Charcoal coloured multi mini spots on body, clearly defined, broken
necklaces, and black bars on legs with spots on lower legs. Rings on tail with a dark tip. Lovely
temperament.
RIGR CC JOHNSON’S GR CH DUSHENKA CZAR KORESHKI 16a M 23.4.11
Smart nearly two years old boy. Good head type with short wedge from the tip of the nose to eyes which
is equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head between the ears. Good prominent
whisker pads making a good, broad muzzle. Profile shows straight forehead to upper eye level, very
shallow concave curve then nose line tip has minimal bump. Level bite and fair depth, level chin. Fairly
large, pointed ears, I would prefer them slightly taller but wide at base and upright set. Green eyes set
wide apart, almond in shape giving a gentle expression. Large but still elegant, long, solid body of good
bone and weight. Long, well boned, proportionate legs to balance body and oval paws with blue pads.
Good moderately long, gently tapering tail to balance body. Plushy double coat, with excellent dense
undercoat, fairly short and fine and soft in texture, standing out well from the body. Russian Blue of
deepish blue in colour, sound at roots but showing some ghost tabby markings and rings on tail, distinct
silvery sheen. Lovely temperament.
AV FOREIGN GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE
1 IGR CC JOHNSON’S GR CH KORESHKA ROKSANA RUSINA 16a F 7.7.10
Two and a half years old lady with a ‘typical’ Russian expression. Head has a short wedge from the tip of
the nose to eyes and is equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head between the
ears. Lovely prominent whisker pads form a broad muzzle. Good profile line shows straight forehead to
upper eye level, slight angle at eye line then nose is straight to tip. Level bite but slightly shallow chin.
Fairly large, pointed ears, wide at base and vertically set with the outer line following the outer contours
of the face, I would prefer them taller. Eyes are set wide apart, slightly full almond shape, green in
colour. Elegant, long body of medium bone and good weight with proportionate long, elegant legs and
small oval paws with blue pads. Good length, gently tapering tail to balance body. Fairly plushy double
coat with dense undercoat on sides standing out well but flat along the spine. Fine and soft in texture.
Russian Blue of deepish but even blue in colour, sound to roots but I would like more of a silvery sheen
to rounded areas. Sweet natured.
RIGR CC STARK’S GR CH DUSHENKA ZIVABELLA 16a F 13.3.10
Attractive three year old lady who ran winner very close. Good wedge, fairly short with flat appearance to
top of head between large ears which are wide at base, vertically set from front view and show slight
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forward tilt in profile. Nice profile line with slight concave curve at eye line giving distinct planes. Level
bite but slightly shallow chin. I would prefer a little more width at cheeks. Good prominent whisker pads
forming a broad muzzle. Largish eyes are set wide apart, almond in shape and green in colour and with
a gentle expression. Large lady but well balanced with good weight to long body, long slender,
proportionate legs and oval paws. Gentle taper to long tail to balance body. Very good, short coat has
good density particularly along sides with good double coat, flat along spine, fairly soft texture, slightly
harsh at base of tail. Russian Blue of deepish blue colour with a light silvery sheen, rings on tail. Sweet
natured.
AV ORIGINAL FOREIGN CHAMPION MALE
1 GCC LOCKWOOD’S CH BRUNNBACKENS LEON 23 M 20.6.11
Twenty months old boy with the usual ‘six Aby’ legs. Gently rounded contours to head which is gently
rounded from top of head to brow. Broad, gently rounded width between the ears forming a moderate
wedge which tapers to a good, slightly rounded muzzle formed by a slight indentation. In profile slight
nose break then nose line to tip shallows slightly in depth and has very slight bump. Level bite but
shallow chin. Large, well cupped ears set wide apart, pricked with furry inner edges and tufts at tips.
Outer line of the ear follows the outer contours of the face. Large, golden coloured, lovely expressive
eyes set well apart, full almond shape and oriental in set. Medium build and size to lithe, muscular body
with a straight back and rounded rib cage. Slender legs of proportionate length to body and small oval
paws. Tail is thicker at base, tapering gently to tip and of good length to balance body. Gleaming coat is
short, fine, close lying and dense in texture. Usual Abyssinian of ruddy orange base colour with black
ticking showing strong bands of colour. Pigmentation lines from eyes to top of head and pencil lines on
cheeks, pale hair around eyes and dark edge to eyelids. Ruddy orange ears with darker tone at tips.
Cream chin and lips. More intense ticking colour extending down spine and tail to a black tip and well up
the hocks. Faint broken necklace. Lovely temperament.
AV ORIGINAL FOREIGN CHAMPION FEMALE
1 GCC PHILLIPS’S CH MELKELTER MISSJEMIMA 16a F 25.5.08
Smart nearly four years old lady. Head has a short wedge from the tip of the nose to eyes and is
equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head between the ears. Prominent whisker
pads form a good broad muzzle. Nice profile shows straight forehead to upper eye level, very shallow
concave curve then nose is straight to tip. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large, pointed ears, wide
at base and vertically set with the outer line following the outer contours of the face. Eyes are set wide
apart, almond in shape with a gentle expression, slightly pale green in colour. Elegant, good length, firm
body of medium bone and good weight. Long, proportionate boned legs to balance body and small oval
paws. Gently tapering tail is a fraction short to balance body. Fairly plushy double coat with fairly dense
undercoat on sides of body is fine and soft in texture and stands out well from the body but is flat along
spine. Russian Blue of deepish blue in colour, pales very slightly at roots, slight silvery sheen to rounded
areas. Nice natured.
AV FOREIGN GRAND PREMIER MALE
1 IGR PC BATES’S GR PR TEIGNAGE SIR POUNCEALOT 68 45 MN 6.4.11
Nearly two years old boy with a medium length body of excellent size, weight and muscle tone. Good
length to legs, proportionate to body but slightly heavy boned for my preference, largish rounded paws.
Good length and shape to tail with full plume like fur. Slightly thick/full undercoat spoiling flow of good
length top coat down sides to form a petticoat frill around the edges, soft in texture. Nice ruff. Black
Ticked Tabby Tiffanie of golden brown base colour with good black ticking, more intense down spine and
tail. Black up back of legs and clear facial markings. Very good width to very slightly rounded top of head
between well set and shaped ears of medium size. In profile slight flattening to brow, good nose break,
nose a trifle long and rounds slightly along line to tip. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large and
lustrous green coloured eyes set well apart. Lovely temperament.
RIGR PC HOLDEN’S GR PR ZAWADI QUBA 76 30 MN 2.8.11
Impressive coat pattern to this sixteen month old boy. Excellent size and weight to long, well muscled
body with long, strong legs and large rounded paws. Longish tail but thick and even, carried low and with
a rounded, dark tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious in texture. Brown
Spotted Bengal of light rufus ground colour with large black and brown multi-coloured rosettes. Clear ‘M’
on face, pencil lines on cheeks and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on
tail and spots on tummy. Pale from chin down chest and inner front legs and along underbelly. Broad,
fairly medium wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to
body. Slightly long profile line but with gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, minimal concave
curve to nose then straight to tip. I would prefer a little more definition at eye line. Fairly broad muzzle,
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level bite but shallow chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Large sized ears following the outer contours of
the head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped eyes, large and correctly slanted
towards the base of the ear, green in colour. Happier in rather than out of his pen.
AV FOREIGN GRAND PREMIER FEMALE
1 IGR PC BRYNES’S UK & IGR CH & GR PR BOUNTIFUL O’SU’GAR 33a36 FN 9.8.07
Stylish five plus years old Devon Rex lady with a lovely sheen to her black coat Head has short, broad
wedge with good cheek bones, good muzzle, level bite and fair depth chin. In profile brow curves back to
flat skull, good stop and fairly short nose which shallows in depth slightly towards tip, well defined
whisker break. Ears are set low and wide apart, well covered in fur, large and wide at base, tapering to
rounded tips, short ear muffs around base. Large, yellow, full oval shaped eyes, set wide apart and
sloping towards outer edges of ears. Slender neck to good sized, firm body, medium in length, slender
and with a broad chest. Slender legs and neat oval paws. Good length, slightly thick but tapering tail,
well covered in wavy fur. Superb coverage of coat which is soft in texture, short, dense and even in
length over body, tightly curled overall with light waves on back and sides, not a sparse patch on her.
Longish crinkled eyebrows and whiskers. Nice natured.
RIGR PC HALL’S GR CH MELKELTER ZAROVSKINA 16a FN 17.2.10
Sweet natured three year old lady. Head has a short wedge from the tip of the nose to eyes and is
equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head between the ears. Good prominent
whisker pads form a good muzzle. Nice profile line shows straight forehead to upper eye level, very
shallow concave curve then nose is straight to tip. Level bite and fair depth, level chin. Fairly large ears
which I would prefer taller but wide at base and upright set with the outer line following the outer
contours of the face. Eyes are set wide apart, full almond in shape with a gentle expression and deep
green in colour. Excellent size and weight to long, muscular body of medium bone with long
proportionate legs to balance and small oval paws with blue pads. Long, slightly thick but tapering tail.
Fairly plushy double coat, with fairly dense undercoat is fine and soft in texture, fairly short and stands
out well from the body, just flat along the back. Russian Blue of lovely even, medium blue colour, fades
slightly at roots, slight silvery sheen to rounded areas.
AC BURMESE GRAND PREMIER
1 IGR PC CLARKE’S IGR CH & GR PR KARLAC JAYLENE 27b FN 20.8.04
Weighty, eight plus years old lady with a medium to longer length body with a well filled tummy but still
maintaining a good firm feel to her. Well balanced with proportionate length, shapely legs and neat oval
paws. Well shaped tail of fairly good length. Coat is fairly short and close lying and of gorgeous satin like
texture with a lovely sheen to it. Chocolate Burmese of warm toned, medium chocolate which pales
around shoulders and with slightly darker contrast masking to face and ears. Very good width to gently
rounded top of head between well set and shaped ears of goodly size. In profile slight flattening to brow,
good nose break, nose a trifle long but straight. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and lustrous yellow
eyes well set. Lovely temperament.
AC SILVER SOMALI KITTEN
1 & BOB MELIA’S ASTROKINI RIVER SONG 63as F 12.8.12
Lovely alert expression to this pretty seven month old girl. Good breadth to head with moderate wedge
and gentle contours to brow and profile lines. I would prefer a little more fullness/breadth at cheeks.
Bridge of nose to high forehead shows slight rise with good width between ears. Shallow indentation
forms the muzzle which I would prefer a little more generous. Profile shows very slight nose break and
firm chin, level bite. Wide set to large ears, broad at base, pricked, well cupped and with neat tufts and
furnished inner edges. Eyes set obliquely and well apart, large almond shape, deep golden in colour.
Elegant neck with firm, muscular, medium size body and level back. Proportionate long, well boned legs
and neat oval paws with short tufts between toes. Long tail to balance body, broad at base and gently
tapering and with a well developed brush. Coat is developing density and length, close lying along back
and starting to show some frill down sides. Ruff and breeches developing. Soft and fine in texture and in
lovely condition. Sorrel Silver Somali with a pale cinnamon overall effect. Cinnamon ticking showing
clear bands of colour with a creamy silver colour base colour. Cinnamon ear tips and tufts, pencil lines
around eyes and on cheeks and top and tip of tail. Creamy silver chest, belly, under tail, inner legs and
breeches. Sweet natured.
AC SELKIRK REX KITTEN
1 & BOB HARLING’S ACOZNI BUMBLE ARDY 79S43a MN 3.9.12
Blue Shaded Selkirk Rex Shorthair boy of six months of age. Round underlying bone structure to round
head with good breath to top and at cheeks. Head is set on a short thick neck. Profile shows rounded
forehead, medium nose break and short nose with a very slight downward slant, just showing slight
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bump. Nice width to square muzzle with well padded whisker pads. Level bite but slightly shallow
although level chin. Medium sized ears are broad at base and set well apart. Large, round, well open
eyes set wide apart, pale green in colour. Very good size and weight to cobby body, rectangular
appearance with shoulders and rump being equally broad. Well boned, medium length legs and firm,
rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and with a rounded tip. Well developed coat of
uniform length fairly thick and dense and full of curls with a soft, plush feel to them, slightly flat along
spine. Close lying tail curls. Sweet natured.
2 HARLING’S ACOZNI HOT DIGGITY 79S75a MN 3.9.12
Blue Silver Shaded Selkirk Rex Shorthair boy of six months of age and very similar to his brother above.
Very typy head with round underlying bone structure and good breath to top and at cheeks. Head is set
on a short thick neck. In profile rounded forehead, stop rather than medium nose break and short nose
lacks slight downward slant. Broad muzzle with a square look and well padded whisker pads. Undershot
bite (confirmed by Duty Vet) and very strong, forward chin. Medium sized ears are broad at base and set
well apart. Large, round, well open eyes set wide apart and with a lovely expression. Very good size and
weight to cobby body, rectangular appearance with shoulders and rump being equally broad. Well
boned, medium length legs and firm, rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and with a
rounded tip. Well developed coat of good length fairly thick and dense and full of curls with a soft, plush
feel to them, slightly flat along spine. Close lying tail curls. Sweet natured.
DEVON REX ADULT MALE
1 CC Withheld BRYNES’S DENDAV BLACK PANTHER 33a36 M 18.4.12
Eleven month old Black Smoke Devon Rex boy. Head has long wedge and I would prefer more breadth
to the top and at cheek bones. Lines appear to taper to a slightly fine muzzle, level bite but shallow chin.
In profile brow curves back to flat skull, poor stop to virtually straight nose line and a bit long to tip, hint of
whisker break. Large ears are set low and fairly well apart, lightly covered in fur, wide at base, tapering
to rounded tips with neat tufts. Large, rather full oval shaped eyes, set well apart and sloping towards
outer edges of ears, yellow in colour. Long body of good weight and muscle tone, slender and with a
broad chest and slender neck. Slim legs and neat oval paws. Long, tapering tail, developing wavy fur.
Soft texture to good very short coat with some wave developing. Crinkled eyebrows and whiskers.
Sweet natured.
2 DALE’S POOLSIDE TEDDIREXI DEVONS 33a36 M 2.5.12
Ten month old Black Smoke Devon Rex boy. Reasonable breadth to head, slightly long wedge and I
would prefer more width at cheek bones. Rounded muzzle, level bite but shallow chin. In profile brow
curves back to flat skull, poor stop, nose a bit long but to tip, slight whisker break. Large ears are set low
and fairly well apart, lightly covered in fur, wide at base, tapering to rounded tips with tufts. Large, oval
shaped eyes, set well apart and sloping towards outer edges of ears, yellow in colour. Good weight to
long, firm body with good breadth chest and slender neck. Long, slim legs and neat oval paws. Long,
tapering tail with slightly long, slightly waved fur. Soft texture to rather long coat with wave developing.
Crinkled eyebrows and whiskers. Lovely temperament.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT MALE
1 CC & BOB BRADBURN’S BLISSNMORE STRIKE THE POSE 76 30 M 6.3.12
Lovely bright coat to this one year old boy. Medium to large, solid body, long muscular with medium
length, strong legs and large rounded paws. Medium length tail, fairly thick and even and with a
rounded, dark tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious in texture. Brown
Spotted Bengal of golden ground colour with large black rosettes with central brown colouring, just
showing a little dark overtones down spine line. Clear black ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin
straps and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy.
Broad, medium wedge with rounded contours to high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion
to body. In profile slightly flat forehead rounding at brow, minimal dip at eye line, I would prefer a little
more definition, then straight nose to tip. Broad nose and good muzzle, level bite and fair depth, rounded
chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Slightly large ears but following the outer contours of the head, wide at
base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, green eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the
base of the ear. Nice natured.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT FEMALE
KEARNEY’S CHEYSULI MISTY DAWN 76 30 F 23.5.12
Ten month old girl who is still developing stature. Medium body, elegant and firm with medium length
and boned legs and rounded paws. Medium length tapering tail. Short to medium length coat, slightly
dense, good texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of pale golden ground colour with arrowhead spots in deep
brown. Good facial markings and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on
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tail and spots on tummy. Medium wedge with rounded contours but needs to develop more breadth to
top of head, good cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to body. In profile gentle curve
from forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave curve to nose then straight to tip. Large, broad nose with
puffed nose leather. Rounded muzzle, bit of a teething pinch still, level bite but shallow chin. Good
whisker pads. Medium sized ears follow the outer contours of the head, wide at base and rounded at
tips. Green eyes, almond in shape, large and correctly slanted towards the base of the ear. Sweet
natured.
DEVON REX KITTEN MALE
1 & BOB BLACKBOURN’S MAGICAL SCOOBY DOO 33a30s MN 29.8.12
Nice ‘pixie’ look to this six month old Devon Rex boy. Broad head and wedge with good high cheek
bones, excellent strong muzzle, untidy bite (gave him the benefit of the doubt as he is still teething) and
slightly shallow chin. Brow curves back to flat skull, good stop and short nose, well defined whisker
break. Ears are set low and wide apart, lightly covered in fur, large and wide at base, tapering to
rounded tips with neat tufts. Large oval shaped, yellow eyes, set wide apart and sloping towards outer
edges of ears. Hard body with good muscle tone, medium in length, slender and with good breadth
chest. Slim legs and neat oval paws. Long, tapering tail, well covered in wavy fur. Soft texture to very
short coat which is still developing, wave starting to show down spine line, on haunches and shoulders.
Short, chewed whiskers. Lovely temperament.
DEVON REX KITTEN FEMALE
2 1 Withheld HOGAN’S BOUNTIFUL BLOND AMBITION 33a28 F 19.9.12
Five month old Blue Tortie Devon Rex girl. Wedge needs to develop more breadth to top of head and
lacks definition to cheek bones giving the impression of straight lines to a rather fine muzzle. Level bite
but shallow chin. Profile shows brow curving back to flat skull but little definition for a stop and nose is a
bit long, little definition to whisker break. Ears are set slightly high but are covered in fur, large and wide
at base, tapering to rounded tips with eat tufts. Large oval shaped eyes, set wide apart and sloping
towards outer edges of ears, golden in colour. Very good size and weight to body with good muscle
tone, medium in length, slender and with a good chest, well balanced with slender neck, slim legs and
neat oval paws. Long, tapering tail, nicely covered in lightly waved fur. Well developed, mature short
coat with a light wave. Short whiskers, sweet natured.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN MALE
1 WHITMORE’S ANDINA KAJ OF VELA 76 30 M 10.10.12
Five month old boy who was none too happy today. Long body, sleek and muscular with medium length,
slender legs and large rounded paws. Long, tapering tail. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft
and luxurious in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of pale golden ground colour with deep brown and black
markings, some multi-coloured rosettes. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and
vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Good
breadth, medium wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion
to body. In profile gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, minimal concave curve to nose then
straight to tip. A little more definition to the profile line would be nice. Rounded muzzle, level bite and fair
depth chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Medium sized ears following the outer contours of the head, wide
at base and rounded at tips with neat tufts. Yellow eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of
the ear but tending to round in shape.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN FEMALE
1 & BOB HOLDEN’S ZAWADI BUNDARA ZAKIRA 76 30 F 1.8.12
Smart seven month old girl. Medium body, long, elegant and firm with medium length, nicely boned legs
and rounded paws. Slightly long tail, tapers to dark tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense and
soft and luxurious in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of pale rufus ground colour with large multi-coloured
rosettes in black and brown on sides of body. Good facial markings and vertical streaks over head.
Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. I would like to see her develop a little
more breadth to top of head but medium wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and head
correctly small in proportion to body. Nice profile line with gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose,
slight concave curve to nose then straight to tip. Good breadth, rounded muzzle, level bite and fair depth
rounded chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Medium to larger sized ears but follow the outer contours of the
head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Green colour to full, almond shaped eyes, large and correctly
slanted towards the base of the ear. Nice natured.
2 GOODSALL’S TOBYSDEN LAZARA 76 30 F 8.10.12
Five month old baby girl who still needs time to fill out and develop. Slim body, firm feel with medium
length, proportionate legs and rounded paws. Good length tail, tapers slightly to dark tip. Shortish coat,
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density yet to develop, soft texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of pale creamy-golden ground colour with
super large brown rosettes on sides of body. Good facial markings and vertical streaks over head.
Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. I would like to see her develop a little
more breadth to top of head but medium wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and head
correctly small in proportion to body. Gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose then virtually straight
profile line without slight concave curve to nose to tip. Slightly fine at muzzle, pinch at jaw hinge, still
teething, level bite but shallow chin. Large ears but follow the outer contours of the head, wide at base
and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of the ear,
yellowy in colour. Sweet natured.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL NEUTER
BOB MORELAND’S UK IGR CH TOBYSDEN FANTASIA 76 30 FN 4.7.07

Lovely overall type to this five plus year old lady. Large, weighty, solid body of good length and
with good muscle tone, medium length, strong legs and large rounded paws. Good thick and
even tail is fraction short to balance body but carried low and with a rounded, dark tip. Super
coat, short to medium in length, fairly good density and soft and luxurious in texture. Brown
Spotted Bengal of golden-rufus ground colour with deep and rich brown markings. Large
rosettes on sides of body. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical
streaks over head. Slight linkage to spots at shoulders but broken lines and spots on legs with
spots down to her toes, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Broad head with medium wedge with
rounded contours, high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to the body. In
profile slight concave curve from forehead to bridge of nose, rather slight dip to nose then
straight to tip. Broad nose and full, broad muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin.
Pronounced whisker pads. Medium to larger sized ears following the outer contours of the head
are wide at base and rounded at tips. Full almond shaped, green eyes, large and correctly
slanted towards the base of the ear. Good temperament.

